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Dashboard v9.40 & App v4001.9

New items we would like to tell you more about:

D A S H B O A R D 
 

Create object shortcut

Edit object shortcut

No more waiting times when adding

Objects and Units

A P P 
 

Add room via NFC during DKS audit

D A S H B O A R D

Create object shortcut

Now that customers can be managed in

Organization, objects will follow soon. For

the bridging period, you can already create

an object from Organisation via a shortcut

to the Dashboard.



Edit object shortcut

When you click on an object in

Organisation, you will be redirected to 'Edit

object' in the Dashboard. Object editing will

soon be moved to Organisation, so you can

manage all objects in one central place.

No more waiting times when adding Objects and Units

In anticipation of further innovations in

object management, a thorough

improvement has been made, eliminating

the waiting time when adding objects and

units.

A P P

Add room via NFC during DKS audit

A DKS audit can now be carried out a lot

faster! When you use NFC tags to locate

rooms, you can simply scan the

corresponding NFC to start the audit of the

room. This saves a lot of manual work and

time, so you can focus on what's important.

To make use of this functionality, the unit

to which the NFC belongs must have a

Check out the release notes

https://support.leviy.com/nl/support/solutions/articles/33000269414-release-notes-%E2%9C%8D%EF%B8%8F-4-januari-2022


number that corresponds with that of an

existing room.

On behalf of the whole team, we wish you a very happy new year!
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